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This invention relates to photography and more embodying the controls and other constructional

particularly to shutters for photographic cameras
of the type employing flexible curtains which are
Stually mounted in the camera close to the focal

details of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a rear elevation of the camera shown

in Fig. 1, most of the rear wall being removed to
the film traverse and winding mechanism;
plane. Such shutters are sometimes called show
Fig. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional ele
'focal plane shutters.'
One of the objects of the present invention is Vation taken on the line 3-3 indicated in Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary transverse sectional
to provide a shutter with an improved form of

time-regulating device. Another object of my elevation from Fig. 2 taken on the line 4-4 O
thereof;
-

O invention is to provide a shutter equipped with

a slow automatic speed time-regulating. device

which can be readily adjusted for the desired
exposure by altering suitable dials either before
or
5. after the shutter springs have been tensioned.
Another object of my invention is to provide a
shutter Ci he type described with a slow speed
timing mechanism which is equipped with its own
power spring so that the power springs for moving
the curtains are not affected by the power spring

Fig. 5 is a plan view of the complete operating
mechanism of the shutter as it would appear if

the top of the control housing in Fig. 1 were
removed;

Fig. 6 is an enlarged partial section on the line
6-6 of Fig. 5;

Fig. 7 is a plan view of a detail relating to the

curtain winding rollers;
Flg. 8 is a perspective view of the 'delayed ac

.. .
..
which operates the slow speed regulating mecha tion' cam;
Fig. 9 is a partial plan showing the trigger de
nism. Another object of my invention is to pro
vide a slow speed regulating mechanism with a pressed and the shutter released, but before
power spring which may be set automatically as. movement of the latter has occurred;
Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13 are perspective views of
the power springs for the curtains are set. Still detail
parts;
.

another object of my invention is to provide a
Fig. 14 is a fragmentary plan showing certain
single manually operable member for simul
in the relation established when the shutter
taneously setting the curtain springs and the parts
is released at an intermediate speed;

slow speed regulating mechanism spring. A still Fig.15 is a partial plan showing the members
for "time' exposures;
retard member which is movably mounted so that operative
16 is a partial plan on a plane below that
each time the shutter is actuated, this member of Fig.
Fig. 15, and showing some of the curtain
may move in one direction and each time the
latching
parts as they would appear when the
shutter
is wound, it may be moved in an opposite
is partially wound;
s
direction to connect a retarding gear train with shutter
a curtain tripping mechanism so that one cur- . . Fig. 17 is a fragmentary plan showing the
further object of my invention is to provide a

5

tain may be actuated at a predetermined time
interval after the actuation of the other curtain.

"delayed action” mechanism unwound;

Fig. 18 is a perspective view of a detail;

Fig. 19 is a fragmentary plan showing the cur
A still further object of my invention is to pro
roller latch and a speed-control member;
vide a manually operable means for moving the tain
Fig. 20 is a fragmentary plan showing parts
retard member to various positions for different concerned
with slow exposures, about to be
automatic speeds and for moving it into a posi
tripped;

.. r

s

tion in which a gear train is ineffective for re Fig. 21 is a transverse section of the uppe
ducing the speed of an exposure. Another object housing
taken online 2-2, Fig. 5;
w'
of my invention is to provide a means for delaying

Figs. 22 and 23 are perspective views of details;
the start of an exposure and for controlling the
Fig. 24 shows, diagrammatically, the two cur
duration of the exposure when made. Still other tain members as they would appear if separated,
objects will appear from the following specifica and in wound condition;

tion, the novel features being particularly : Fig. 25 is a similar view, the shutter having
been released for slow automatic exposures; and
pointed out in the claims at the end thereof.
Coming now to the drawings wherein like
Fig. 26 is a similar view, with the shutter slit

reference characters denote like parts through passing the exposure aperture during a fast ex
posire.
Fig. 1 is a top plan of a camera of the so-called
One of the dificulties of obtaining relatively

Out:

"miniature" type, equipped with a curtain shutter slow exposures with focal plane shutters in the

SS

2

,08,057
past has been that it has been customary to inter Although a camera of the "miniature' type is

pose some retarding member such as air-pot,
gear retard, friction member or the like in the
path of the moving curtains so that some men

5 ber operated by the spring or springs moving

the curtains would be retarded while the cur

tains, still moved. Thus the operation of the
springs moving the curtains was altered so that

the torque of the spring would be varied for
10 various different exposures. If relatively strong
springs were used for driving the curtains, the re
tarding members such as the gear train would
have to be made exceedingly large and strong
to slow down the action of such springs. If on
ls the other hand the prings were designed to move

illustrated, it is quite feasible to apply a curtain

shuttter constructed in accordance with this in

vention to cameras of other types.
SEOWING IN DAWNgs

In many figures of the drawings certain parts
have been omitted because the small site thereof

would render the drawings difcult to read (see

for instance Fig. 5 wherein practically all parts O
are shown). Some supports, levers, cans, etc.

omitted in some of the figures will be found in
others and their particular functions will be ex
plained in connection with such showings
Therefore, each figure of the drawing may not be

the curtains at their madmum speed, and yet complete in itself, but all of the parts will be
have but little reserve power, the action of the found shown in various operative positions
springs would be rather uncertain with the re may be required for a clear understanding of
tarding mechanism and the opening and closing the invention and the novel features thereof.

20 movements of the curtains would be relatively

slow and therefore the eficiency of this shutter
. . would be impared.
With ny improved shutter I prefer to provide
entirely separate springs for the curtains and for
25 the retarding mechanism so that the curtains
can move to open and close the exposure aper
ture with their maximum rapidity and So that
the delayed times can be obtained by a separate
power spring which acts only on the restarding

30 mechanism and which does not affect the power

springs or the curtains. Thus I propose a shut
ter in which for slow exposures one curtain may
move rapidly to open the exposure aperture after
which a retarding member will move slowly and
35 under its own spring power to determine the
duration of the exposure--such as for instance,
A a second-and at the end of its movement it
may trip the second curtain which in turn may
move with its maximum rapidity to close the
40 exposure aperture.
Since the opening and closing times of any
shutter should be as fast as possible for the max
imum eficiency, it will thus be seen that my new
construction lends itself particularly to shutters
45 having a high degree of eficiency, the opening

LLUSTATED MODYENT
O
the camera to which the curtain shutter of

the present invention is shown applied has a body

with a top wall 2, rear wall 8, and a focusing

lens
fixed in a suitable mounting unit 4. The
top wall 2 carries a housing or superstructure,

within which most of the shutter control parts

are arranged. On the upper surface

of the

-

housing are nounted the various manual con
trols or setting dials, which include the slow speed OO
and time exposure elector , the high speed ae

lector , the delayed exposure setting lever and

the range
other dialsandII lens
and ifcompensating
connected withadjustments,
finding

portioned that a single full revolution thereof
advances the film one "frame." Movement of as
and closing times being an extremely small pro the sprockets is accomplished through a gear ,

portion of the total time of the exposure.
BRIEF GNERALDESCRIPTION

mounted on the sprocket shaft l. The latter
extends through a sleeve
by means of which

a separable connection (not shown) may be utill

50 In this invention a camera is provided with a ized to provide for winding the film back into O
curtain shutter consisting of two parts arranged the casette 2 by means of a knob 2. Gear S
to move together or separately across an expo- . is constantly in engagement with a Crown gear
sure frame in the camera, and between said T lying against the inside of the rear wall .

frame and the photographic film. Control
55 means are provided whereby the distance one
curtain moves before the other starts to move

may be varied from an extremely narrow slit for
fast exposures, up to a slit the full width of the
exposure frame. Means are also provided where
60 by the full width slit may be held over the ex
posure frame for any required time to produce
either 'automatic' exposures of from Ao to 1

This crown gear is revoluble on a fixed bearing
B and carries on its inner face a spring-pressed

pawl 9, which is caught by teeth on a ratchet
2 when the latter is rotated counterclockwise

(Fig. 2). The ratchet hub has a square end 2,
to which a crank 22 is attached by a stud 2. A
pin 24, is set into an annular depression 25 in OO

the bearing

(Fig. 4) and to this pin is attached

one end of a light torsion spring 2, the other

second duration, or time exposures of any length. end of said spring being anchored in the Crank

AS in my Copending application, Ser. No.
65 174,443, the 'winding' of the curtains against

22 at 2.

-

When the crank 22 is moved in the direction CS

the constant action of coil springs in the foot indicated in Fig. 2 the ratchet 2 through its en
rollers and into a latched or set position is ac gagement with pawl drives crown gear T and
complished by One or more strokes of a finger

Operated crank On the rear wall of the Camera.

spur gear is to revolve shaft it in the direction

shown in Fig. 4, or in a clockwise direction when

70 Release of the shutter occurs when the trigger viewed from above. The spring 28 returns the 70
is pressed once. A delayed-action mechanism Crank to the normal position shown in full lines
may be interposed if desired, which prevents the in
the ratchet teeth riding freely under
pawl .
actual
movement
of
the
curtains
across
the
ex
posure frame after the trigger has been pressed,
The same movement of the crank 22 that ad

75 until a predetermined interval has elapsed,

vances the film also rotates the spool f, through

a808,057
train of gears 2 that are engaged by a gear 2

3.

of RC is about 4 inch to the left of the frame A.

on a stub shaft 3D, revoluble in a bushing 3, The parts above described are prevented from
fixed in the top wall 2. An overrunning clutch, "unwinding," that is, the curtains RC and FC can
not shown, is provided in this gear train to com not be moved to the right and onto the rollers 32

pensate for the increasing diameter of the roll and is because the pawl hook 39 is caught into

of film on spool . The upper end of shaft

the tooth

on collar 37, and the latter cannot

is squared and enters a slot 29 in the bottom of be rotated backwardly, or counterclockwise, be
gear 2, in the bottom of gear 29, thus providing cause of the ratchet 47 which is held by pawl 48.
a separable driving connection between gears

and 2.

Curtain Structure

The shutter proper comprises two curtains, the

To release the curtains the pawl 40 must be moved

so that the hook 39 is freed from the tooth 38; 10
and means are provided for this purpose and are,
shown in Pig. 9.

operating button SS projects through the
"earmost of which, designated RC is fastened at topThe
of the housing 5, and it lower end con
)ne end to a spring roller 2, and by ribbons RR tactswall
a trigger member comprising a bellcrank 56, s
bn its other end to spools 33 fixed on a shaft
Figs. 6 and 24) that extends up into the housing pivoted at 57. One arm of this bellcrank is con
i. The front curtain FC (nearest the lens) is

astened by means of ribbons FR to a spring roller
5 and at its other end (left end in Fig. 2) to a
"oiler

that is revoluble on shaft 34. The roller

and spools

are hereinafter referred to as

nected by a link 58 to a horizontally movable
lever 59, hereinafter referred to as the release
member. This member is pivoted at 60 on a plate
M, which may be termed the mechanism plate, as
it also carries a number of other movable parts
and is supported by suitable spacers and studs 6
at the required distance from the camera top
wall 2. A suitable spring 62 tends to swing the

winding rolls, while the spring driven rollers
2 and 3 are called the "foot rollers.'
The foot rollers 32 and 35 are constructed in the
usual manner with torsion springs that con release member 59 about its pivot and to move its

end toward the right.
tantly urge these rollers to rotate counter clock free
If the button 55 is pressed, the bellcrank is
wise (as viewed from above) and tending to carry
he curtains from left to right across the exposure swung about its pivot and the link 58 pulls nem
'rame A. The winding of the curtains, or the ber 59 toward the left. A downturned lug 63
'setting' of the shutter, is in opposition to the (Figs. 9 and 10) then strikes the end 44 of pawl
4 and swings the latter sufficiently to move hook
orce exerted by the foot roller springs.
29 away from the tooth 38. As the spring-rollers
Curtain latching and releasing mechanism
32 and 35 are at all times pulling the curtains RC
and
FC, the curtains would be free to move
In winding, the movement of crank 22 before
lescribed rotates shaft in a clockwise direction. across the frame A when the pawl 40 is disen
A collar 37, centered on shaft 0 and affixed
hereto has a single projecting tooth (Fig. 9).

gaged, but to prevent and control such action,
certain detents and restraining devices including

timing mechanism are provided as will be de
This tooth is engaged by a hook 39 on a pawl 4 scribed.
...
.
hat is pivoted at 4f on the underside of a gear
Referring first to Figs. 14 and 19, it will be
12, the latter being revoluble on the reduced por noted
that the top face of roller 3 carries a pawl

ion of shaft 3D. The hook 39 is held normally in 4, constantly urged by a spring 5 toward a
ngagement with the tooth 38 by a spring 43 that
presses against the bulb shaped tail 44 of the ratchet 66, hereinafter referred to as the timing
bawl. Collar 37, rotating clockwise thus carries ratchet, which is fixed to shaft 34. It is therefore
that this ratchet may revolve with the
pawl 4 and gear 42 with it, and the latter obvious
through an idler gear 45, drives a gear 6 pinned shaft 34 relatively to the roller 36, provided that

o shaft 34, and thus rotates said shaft clockwise
lso. A ratchet 47 fixed on shaft 3D and engaged
by a stationary pawl 48 prevents said shaft, and
herefore the collar 37, from rotating counter

25

40

45

the latter is held against rotation. Normally,
roller 36 is so held by a dog 67 that is fixed to a

short shaft 68 extending through the top wall 2.
This is the same shaft that carries idler gear 45,
clockwise, although gears 42 and it may be so the latter being freely revoluble thereon. The
'otated, when released, through the pull of the end of dog has a downturned lug 69 (Fig. 23)
that normally rests in a notch 36 in the upper .
curtains when urged by rollers 32 and 35.
flange of roller 36, thereby holding the latter

The spools 33, as the crank 22 is moved to the
tight, carry the rear curtain RC to the left (Figs.
24 to 26) to cover the frame aperture A,
During this movement, a collar 49, pinned to

against counter-clockwise rotation under the con

stant pull of its foot-roller 35. The lug 69 in ad

dition to engaging the notch 36 also strikes the

tail of pawl 64 and holds the toothed end thereof
ihe shaft 4 in a recess in the bottom of roller 6, away
from ratchet 66.
makes nearly one revolution and then a lug 50
upon the upper end of shaft 68 is a lever
projecting from said collar strikes an upstanding 7 Fixed
with a slot guided by a fixed pin 72. The
ug 5 on a loose washer 52 and carries it around . extreme
left end 73 of lever 70 is turned up a
1ntil a lateral lug. 3 on washer 52 strikes a pin over the plate
M. (see Figs. 6 and 23) to align wit

54 that projects downwardly from the bottom of a trip lever later described. Lever 70 is referred
oller . The latter, which carries the curtain to henceforth as the curtain latch lever. A spring
FC, is thus picked up and as it revolves the cure T4 tends to hold the latch lever 70 in the posi
:ain FC is wound thereon and is moved across tion of Fig. 5 so that the lug 69 of dog BT will turn
he frame A. When fully wound the two curtains pawl 4 against the action of the light spring 65
ccupy the positions relative to frame A indicated and free the tooth of the pawl from ratchet 66.
in Fig. 24. For clearness, it will be noted, the two In this condition the shaft 34 and therefore the O
'urtains with their respective rollers and spools spools and curtain RC are free to move if pawl.
are shown separated, whereas in the actual struc

4 is tripped by release member 59, but roller 36

ure one overlies the other.'. The aperture A is and curtain. FC are held by dog 67.
It is necessary, in order to pass a slit of vari
herefore fully covered at all stages of the windup
operation, and when fully wound the left edge
ous widths across frame A, to release the curtain. 75

4.

saos,887

RC from the position of Fig. 24 and then at a operator sets the is figure on dial

at the in

required interval, thereafter to release curtain dex mark and turns dial T to the required slower
FC, SO that the relative positions of the two speed. A pin
on the botton of dial (g.
curtains will form the slit, S, between the left 15) enters one end of a regulator lever Of that
edge E of RC and the right edge G of FC. The has a slot 2 at its other end, with a guide pin
means for varying the width of this slit by regul 3therein, so that as dial T is rotated, the regu
lating the time interval between the dickoff of lator
will have a somewhat circular motion
pawl 40 and the tripping of latch dog ST will from side to side and from front to rear. A
now be described.
depending pin 4 is adapted to strike a lever St.
lo Fixed to the top of gear 42 is a cam TS (Figs, (Fig. 22) having a flat slotted base portion OS 10
9 and 14). Pivoted at 76 on the top of plate MI resting on the top wall 2 and slidably retained
is a bellcrank 7, urged clockwise by a spring by a headed stud Ol. Lever U, mentioned here
so that a pin 9 projecting downwardly is inafter as the retard member, has a lug 98 that
caused to bear against the periphery of the can.

is adapted to be engaged by pin 4 when dial

As the cam 75 revolves counterclockwise with is set at I. Dial T must be so set when dial Bls
r
gear 42 whenever the pawl 4 is kicked off by is indexed at speeds from as to soo.
The right end of lever S is bent down and ex
release
member
9,
the
bellcrank
TT
will
turn
tended at and carries a pivoted rack piece
clockwise about the pivot
until the pin
that is pressed by a spring
toward a
strikes the can, the contour of the latter being
so, designed that the farther it rotates counter ratchet 2 on one member of a gear train desig- 0
clockwise the greater will be the movement or nated as a whole by numeral 3. This gear
turning arc of the bellcrank T. before stopping. train is similar to that shown in ny copending
As the bellcrank turns, it carries body with it application 174,443 before mentioned, and is gov
a lever , referred to as the "trip lever, pivoted erned by a pallet 4 and driven by a spring DU,
attop8wallin oforiehousing
arm ofS the
bellcrank. Under the that may be wound by the crank connected by 25
is a lever 82 pivoted at 3 gears. It to the headshaft IIT of the gear train.
and having a pin 4 that projects upwardly into A one-way clutch, not shown, is provided in the
a cam slot S in a disc S. This disc is part of gear train, whereby only a part thereof may be
the external dial , and when the latter is ro

tated to bring any selected numeral thereon to

Operated, as explained in the above-mentioned
application.

Retard member S is urged rearwardly and
the index mark (Fig. 1), lever 2 will be moved
forwardly if the speed selected is high, and rear toward the right by a spring I, which tends
wardly if the speed is to be slow, thus acting as to return it to the position shown in Fig. 9.
: an adjustable timing stop. It is to be under Wrapped around the hub of gear 42 and an
in plate M is a stiff torsion spring OO. A 35
stood that curtain RC is moving across aperture chored
pin
projecting upwardly from cam T S strikes
A during the above-described operation.
As the bellcrank carries the trip lever rear this spring as the can approaches the latched

on the latter strike position (rotating clockwise) when the shutter
lever 2 and stop. The left end of the trip lever is being wound, and forces the extended free end
8 then continues to move rearwardly until it meets lf of the spring away from the depending por- do
the part 73 of lever T. Further movement of tion 2 of retard member which the end
wardly, upstanding lugs

the bellcrank, which continues until pin T. is normally forcing toward the left. When the
strikes the cam, carries the curtain latch lever can is begins to rotate counterclockwise after
7 rearwardly and disengages the dog T from pawl 4 is dcked off by release member 5, the
( pawl 64. Spring BS immediately causes pawl 64 pin
moves to the left away from the end 45
to engage the ratchet it, so that from this point
and the latter then overcomes spring iOS
both curtains FC and RC move across aperture carrying the retard member toward the left,
against ratchet f2, thereby
A together under the pull of their respective foot dragging rack
rotating all the gear train from the one-way
rollers.
The parts are so proportioned that the pin 79 clutch to the pallet 4. The gear train thus 0
stops against the can just, as the lever 7 is acts as a brake so that some time elapses before
moved to the point where dog 67 leaves pawl the rack passes over and off from the ratchet,
64. The position of lever 82 governs this re the extent of this time being determined by the
Sult, and therefore controls all automatic speeds

initial position of retard member 95. The re

leased and the narrower will be the slit S, be

its travel, that is, if dial T is set at , the rack
will have maximum travel, or its whole

indicated on the dial 8, viz., 45 to Asoo sec tard member may be moved by the spring OB 55
ond. Obviously, the further forward the lever to the right only until lug
strikes pin 4.
82 is moved, the sooner will the pawl 4 be re Therefore if pin II is at the extreme right of
cause lever 80 will have to move a shorter dis

tance before being intercepted. As dial

is length, over ratchet 2 and curtain FC will be 60

turned clockwise, lever 2 is advanced forward released in 1 Second after the release of curtain
ly and increased Speeds are obtained because dog
67 is released Sooner, and as lever 2 is noved

RC. If pin 9 is at the other extreme of its

travel, rack

will not only be moved farther

rearwardly by turning dial counter-clockwise, to the left, but the contour of slot 2 is such
lever se will have to travel farther before dog that control member 9 will be further for 66
67 is disengaged from pawl 4, that is, the edge ward, and pin

then will hold retard member

in such a position that the rack cannot swing
E of curtain RC will have a greater lead over
edge G of curtain FC. At a speed of 5 second about its pivot far enough to contact the ratchet

instance, edge E will have completely passed
70 for
across frame A at the moment when dog ST is
disengaged.
Slow automatic ecposures

2, an upturned lug II limiting the rearward

movement of said rack. Between these two 70
above-described extremes the rack DO may en
gage the ratchet t2 from Ao second to a sec
Ond in accordance with the setting of dial T.

For making automatic exposures of Ao, 6, Other parts, now to be described, also cooperate
%, and 1 second, as calibrated on dial, the with retard member 5 to accomplish all of the is

S
28.0885?
:
... .
not shown. At its left end is a down
"slow automatic" exostirés, and these parts are spring, lug.
3 (Fig. 18).
also involved in the operation for "time" ex turned
With the parts in the position of Fig. 15, it
posures.

A detent 12 is pivoted on one of the posts

should be noted that pin

lies against shoulder

f29, and that the can 75 has turned until pin 25
and is urged clockwise by a spring 2. A pin 22 has
stopped by end 24 of detent 20. At
on the bottom of this detent is thus forced against this been
time, curtain RC has passed across aperture
a can edge 23 on the portion 96 of member 95.

O

Therefore, if member 95 is carried by spring .
far enough toward the left, the can edge 23
forces pin 22 forwardly and swings the upturned
end 24 of detent 2 beyond the outermost por
tion of cam, 75. A square pin 25 projecting

downwardly from cam 75 will strike the end 24
of the detent after cam T5 has completed about 1
% of a revolution, viz: when edge E of curtain
RC has passed completely across exposure aper
ture A, unless the retard member 95 has been

moved far enough to the left to free end 24 com
pletely out of the path of pin 125. This has the
effect of stopping the gears 42, 45 and 46 and
therefore the spool shaft 34, before the end of
trip lever 80 comes into contact with portion 3
of latch lever 70 to release the curtain FC.

After the pin 25 has come to rest against the
upturned end 24 of detent 12, the end of

Spring 09 continues to exert pressure and to carry
retard member 95 toward the left. Then, ac

A and the shutter is "open." . Spring end fff
carries retard member 95 toward the left, and pin
30 on said member carries slider 126 with it until 10
the right end of slot 27 strikes the head of pivot
60, and then neither of the parts 26 or 95 may
move further. Under the condition above at
tained, lug
has attained a position in line
with an, arm. 32 on release member 59. Retard 5
member 95 has not been carried far enough to
the left to push detent hug 24 out of the path of
pin 25, so that the cam 75 cannot complete its
revolution to release curtain FC.
If button. 55 is now depressed again, the arm 20
32 on release member 59 engages lug 3 and
Swings slider 26 clockwise about pivot 60. As
pin 30 now lies against the back of notch 28,
and as said pin is fixed in member 95, the latter 25
is also swung about its pivot 97, thus carrying
detent 20 forward sufficiently to clear the pin
25. Cam 75 is then free to complete its full
revolution, permitting bell crank TT to swing trip

cording to the position of lever 9, and there
fore the extent of engagement between rack 00 lever 80 and disengage dog 67 as before described,
and ratchet le2, a greater or less time will elapse
before the cam edge 23 forces the pin 22 and
detent 20 forward far enough to move the end
f24 out of the path of pin 25, so that can 75 may
complete its revolution. When this occurs, the

cycle previously described is accomplished, that

is, the curtains RC and FC are wound onto their
respective foot rollers, closing aperture A. Fig.

5

and permitting curtain FC to be drawn across
aperture 'A' to close the shutter. Slider. 26 and
the other parts will be returned to their normal

30

positions (Fig. 5) by their respective springs as

soon as the operator raises his finger from but
ton 55.

n

35

Delayed action mechanism

It is frequently desirable to have a time inter

20 indicates the relative position of the detent val elapse between the depression of the finger
20 and pin 25 just as the detent is about to be button 55 and the actual release of the shutter
clear of the pin.
do moved
from the wound position. For this pur
When set for exposures of higher speeds than curtains
the gear train 03 and its pallet 104 is inter
is second, up to 45, the regulator 9 will occupy a pose
position farther to the left for each successively posed, together with a cam f3 that is arranged
higher indicated speed. The pin 94 will then
force retard miember 95 correspondingly to the

to
interfere with the free movement of release
member 59. Cam. 3 is fixed to the head shaft

pin 93 will cause the rack 100 to engage ratchet

Operator moving crank 9 on the top of the camera

07 that is driven by spring O5 (Fig. 21). This
left by Striking lug 98 and at the same time the spring
is wound, as previously mentioned, by the
movement of the regulator member as guided by

40

45.

from the position shown in Figs. 5 and 17 to the
f02 for a shorter time until at as there will be no position
shown in Fig. 1. During this movement,
transmitted to shaft 07 through gears 06, a bev

engagement of the rack and ratchet. The detent
20 under the above conditions is forced further

edge f4 on cam 3 rides over a resilient up
forward as retard member 95 is forced to the eled
turned
6 on release member 59 (Figs. 10 and
left, so that end 24 of the detent is very nearly 17) andlugwhen
the winding movement is com
clear of pin 25 as the latter approaches it. The

effect on the curtains then will be as before de
scribed, that FC is released at the instant the edge

pleted, (about 120 degrees of movement of crank

9) the lug 6 snaps up in front of step 17 on

SES

the can. The latter thus locked against re
E of RC has completed its travel across aper turn
to the unwound position until release mem
ture A.
.
. . .

60

Time exposures

ber 59 is moved to the left.

If the operator desires to enter the scene him
or if for some reason he wishes a delayed
The release button 55 must be pressed twice to self,
exposure, he moves crank 9 to the wound posi

complete a time exposure, as in most shutters.
and the parts are then placed as in Fig. 5.
The first movement causes release member 59 to tion
It
is
be understood that in the gear train at
trip pawl 40 as before described permitting cur some topoint
the shaft 0 and the pallet
tain RC to move across aperture A. When set 14 there isbetween
a one-way clutch 8, as previously
at T, the dial swings the regulator 9-so that it
mentioned, not shown in detail, which permits
occupies the position shown in Fig. 15.
part of the train to be driven by the rack 00 and
Above the release member 58 is a flat slider which
the spring les to be wound without
26, slotted at 27 so that it may be moved lat turningallows
the
gears that lie between the clutch
erally on the pivot I. In the front edge of part

60
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70

70 f2 is a notch 28, affording at its left end a and the pallet. . . .
Therefore
as
the
spring
is
unwinds
it drives
shoulder
29. The projecting
latter is adapted
to be en
gaged by a pin
downwardly from the entire gear train and results in a very slow
of the cam 13 clockwise. However, this
retard member S. Slider f2 is urged toward the rotation
unwinding.
cannot occur with the lug is ob-;
right
and
its
normal
position
(Fig.
5)
by
a
light
76
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structing the cam ff at step ff. If the button
55 is depressed lug 6 is pulled away from step
7 as release member 59 moves toward the left,
and the gear train begins to revolve. The cam
3 has a hooked arm

5 that prevents release

terclockwise, the pin 46 during the last few de
grees of this revolution strikes the left side of
lug is and moves slider 42 toward the right,
into position to engage the next tooth on ratchet
39. The location of slot 47 in the slider 42 is

member 59 from being moved far enough to strike such that its right end, when in contact with
pawl 40. The spring 62 on the pivot 60 is tend

0

15

leases the shutter.

20

guide pin 48 (Fig. 9) serves to limit the clock

ing at all times to force, the release member wise rotation of gear 42 and therefore stops pawl
counterclockwise, thus pressing the lug 6 40 at exactly the position in which it will snap
against the cam f& after the step it has moved onto cam tooth 38 to latch the gears in the wound 10
m
.
away from said lug. When the operator releases position.
button 55 the lug fB rides on the spiral edge 8,
It should be noted (Fig. 9) that the orbit of
and as the spring OS is much more powerful pin 46 is inside of that followed by pin f25, and
than the spring 62, the edge it 9 gradually forces. the latter therefore travels clear of both pin 46
member 59 to the left, until the portion 63 frees and lug 45 as gear 42 revolves.
5
I claim:
.
the pawl 40 from the toothed catch 38 and re
-

l. In a focal plane shutter, the combination

The bellcrank T7, under the action of spring with a pair of curtain shutters, spring driven
78, constantly tends to move pin 79 against the rollers, one for each curtain, supporting rollers
periphery of cam 75. During the movement of . for the opposite ends of said curtains, separate
the shutter curtains for an exposure this is neces means for holding each curtain in a tensioned
sary, because the cam serves as a governor or lin pósition, a releasing means for each curtain op

90

iting factor by permitting the trip lever 89 to be erable one after the other, and means fo restab
carried against latch member 70 only as fast as lishing a slit between said curtains after one cur
the cam will revolve. On the clockwise or wind
tain is released and including a clutch means be

ing operation'the pin 79 should be clear of the tween the rollers for. holding ends of the cur

cam 75, and therefore a latch is provided, shown tains, said clutch comprising a pawl Operable
is pivoted at only after movement of one curtain and carried
34. A pin 35 on the top of cam 5 strikes the on one roller and a ratchet on the other roller,
rear edge of arm f26 of latch 33 when the can

in detail in Fig. 12. This latch.
30

the ratchet including a plurality of unevenly ar

is rotating clockwise at the end of the winding ranged teeth spaced to space the two curtains to
revolution, and thereby throws the other arm of form slots of predetermined widths between the
the latch f38 which carries a hook 3 away

35

said pin toward the cam. When the shutter is
40 rewound, pin 35 again swings latch. 33 counter
clockwise about pivot 34 and removes the hook
137 from the path of pin 79, the parts thus being
restored to their normal positions, shown in Fig. 5.
45

Erposure Cotter

60

for the opposite ends of said curtains, separate

means for holding each curtain in a tensioned
position, a releasing means for each curtain op 40
erable one after the other, and means for estab
lishing a slit between said curtains after One
curtain is released and including a clutch means
between the rollers for holding ends of the cur
tains, said clutch comprising a pawl on One roller
45

Included with the means for winding the shut and a ratchet on the other roller, the ratchet in
'cluding a plurality of unevenly arranged teeth

ter mechanism is a device which enables the Op
erator to ascertain the number of exposures made
or the unexposed frames of film remaining in the
50

ends of the curtains to effect different predeter

from the cam. Near the end of the counter mined exposures.
clockwise revolution of the cam 5 (on the re
2. In a focal plane shutter, the combination
lease operation) pin 35 strikes the front edge of with a pair, of curtain shutters, spring driven
arm 36 and moves the hook 137 into the path of rollers, one for each curtain, supporting rollers
pin 79. This prevents spring 78 from forcing

caea,

-

on the raised center portion of housing 5 (Figs.
1, 2, and 3) is a knob 38 which is part of a
number-bearing dial 39 having ratchet teeth
40 on its underside within the housing. Num
bers on this dial are visible through a window
. . on the top wall. 2 is a slidable bar 12,
shown in separate detail in Fig. 11, suitably guid
ed for movement parallel to the film, plane, and

spaced to space the two curtains to form slots
of predetermined widths between the ends of

the curtains to effect different predetermined
exposures, the roller carrying the pawl including
a notch, and a pawl engageable with the notch

constituting said means for holding one curtain.

in a tensioned position.
3. In a focal plane shutter, the combination
with a pair of curtain shutters, spring driven
rollers, one for each curtain, supporting rollers
for the opposite ends of said curtains, separate
having ari upturned end 4 which carries a means for holding each curtain in a tensioned
hooked spring 44. The latter, when the slide position, a releasing means for each curtain op
bar 42 is moved to the left, engages one of the erable one after the other, and means for estab
teeth 40 and rotates the dial 9. The arrange lishing a slit between said curtains after one
ment of parts whereby the dial is advanced only curtain is released and including a clutch mea
one digitat each complete cycle of the shutter. between the rollers for holding ends of the cur

operation is as follows: An upstanding lug 45 tains, said clutch comprising a pawl on one

O

50

at the left end of slide 42 is the same distan
from the center of shaft 30 as the pivot of
pawl 40. This pivot is extended downwardly as
a square pin (46. When the shutter is wound,
the last few degrees of the clockwise rotation of
gear 42 carries pin 46 against the right side of

65

roller and a ratchet on the other roller, the ratch
et including a plurality of unevenly arranged
teeth spaced to space the two curtains to form

slots of predetermined widths between the ends
of the curtains to effect different predetermined
exposures, the roller carrying the pawl including
lug (45 and moves slider 42 to the left, and hook a notch, and a pawl engageable with the notch
44 engages ratchet 140 and rotates dial 9 one constituting said means for holding one curtain

tooth to the next digit. When the shutter is re in a tensioned position, the pawl engaging the
75 leased and gear 42 makes a full revolution coun notch also engaging the pawl for clutching the

70

75
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two curtains, and means for releasing the notch after the other to form a slot between the cur
engaging pawl to release the curtains for ex tains and to release both curtains to make an
exposure, and connections between the gear train
4. In a focal plane shutter, the combination and one latch for tripping the second latch by .
with a pair of curtain shutters, spring driven means of the power operated gear train to con
rollers, one for each curtain, supporting rollers trol the duration of an exposure.
8. In a focal plane camera, the cpmbination
for the opposite ends of said curtains, separate
means for holding each curtain in a tensioned with a pair of curtains, spring rollers support
position, a releasing means for each curtain op ing one end of each curtain, rollers supporting
O

the opposite ends of each curtain, mechanism 0.
erable one, after the other, and means for estab for
varying the relationship of the curtains for
lishing a slit between said curtains after one cur

tain is released and including a clutch means be
tains, said clutch comprising a pawl on one roller
and a ratchet on the other roller, the ratchet in
cluding a plurality of unevenly arranged teeth
spaced to space the two curtains to form slots
of predetermined widths between the ends of
tween the rollers for holding ends of the cur

5

the curtains to effect different predetermined ex

posures, the roller carrying the pawl including
a notch, and a pawl engageable with the notch
- constituting said means for holding one curtain
in a tensioned position, a spring tending to turn
the clutch pawl out into the ratchet, the pawl
25 engaging the notched roller being adapted to
hold the clutch pawl away from the ratchet, and
means for releasing the notch pawl, thereby al
lowing the clutch pawl to function under its
spring and allowing the spring driven rollers to
30 move the curtains to make an exposure.
5. In a focal plane camera, the combination
with a pair of curtains, spring rollers Support
ing one end of each curtain, rollers supporting
the opposite ends of each curtain, mechanism
for varying the relationship of the curtains for
35 forming
a slot between the ends of the curtains,
niechanism including the spring rollers for mov
ing the curtains to make an exposure, a timing

20

40

forming a slot between the ends of the curtains,

mechanism including the spring rollers for mov
ing the curtains to make an exposure, a tim

ing gear train, a separate power spring adapted
to drive the gear train, connections between the
gear train and mechanism for moving the cur
tains for controlling the latter by the former, a
single means for Winding up the two curtain
Spring rollers and the gear train Spring, sepa

rate latches for holding the two curtains against
movement, mechanism for releasing one latch

after the other to form a slot between the cur

tains and to release both curtains to make an
exposure, and connections between the gear train
and one latch for tripping the second latch by
means of the power operated gear train to con

trol the duration of an exposure, said last named
connections including a slidable mounted retard

member directly engaged by said gear train op 30
erating Spring.

9. In a focal plane camera, the combination
with a pair of curtains, spring rollers supporting
One end of each curtain, rollers supporting the
opposite ends of each curtain, mechanism for
varying the relationship of the curtains for form

anism including the spring rollers for moving the

gear train and mechanism for moving the cur gear train, connections between the gear train and
tains for controlling the latter by the former mechanism for moving the curtains for control
and a single means for winding up the two spring ling the latter by the former, a single means
for winding up the two curtain spring rollers and
rollers and the Ole gear train spring.
the gear train spring, separate latches for holding
6.
In
a
focal
plane
camera,
the
combination
45 with a pair of curtains, spring rollers supporting the two curtains against movement, mechanism
One end of each curtain, rollers Supporting the for releasing one latch after the other to form a
opposite ends of each curtain, mechanism for slot between the curtains and to release both cur
varying the relationship of the curtains for tains to make an exposure, and connections be
50 forming a slot between the ends of the curtains, tween the gear train and one latch for tripping
mechanism including the spring rollers for mov the second latch by means of the power operated
ing the curtains to make an exposure, a timing , gear train to control the duration of an exposure,
gear train, a separate power spring adapted to Said last named connections including a slidable
drive the gear train, connections between the mounted retard member directly engaged by said
gear train Operating Spring, said retard member
55 gear train and mechanism for moving the cur including a cam for engaging and releasing the
tains for controlling the latter by the former, a
single means for winding up the two curtain second curtain latch.
under tension.

7. In a focal plane camera, the combination
with a pair of curtains, spring rollers support
ing one end of each curtain, rollers supporting
the opposite ends of each curtain, mechanism
for varying the relationship of the curtains for

SS

ing a slot between the ends of the curtains, mech- .

gear train, a separate power spring adapted to curtains to make an exposure, a timing gear train,
drive the gear train, connections between the a separate power spring adapted to drive the

spring rollers and the gear train spring, and
latches for holding the curtain spring rollers

5

40

45

50

55

10. In a focal plane camera, the combination

with a pair of curtains, spring rollers supporting
one end of each curtain, rollers supporting the
opposite ends of each curtain, mechanism, for
varying the relationship of the curtains for form

60

ing a slot between the ends of the curtains,
mechanism including the spring rollers for mov
65 forming a slot between the ends of the curtains, ing the curtains to make an exposure, a timing 5
gear train, a separate power spring adapted
mechanism including the spring rollers for mov to drive the gear train, connections between the
ing the curtains to make an exposure, a timing gear train and mechanism for moving the cur
gear train, a separate power spring adapted to
drive the gear train, connections between the tains for controlling the latter by the former, a
70 gear train and mechanism for moving the cur single means for winding up the two curtain O
tains for controlling the latter by the former, a Spring rollers and the gear train spring, separate
single means for winding up the two curtain latches for holding the two curtains against move
spring rollers and the gear train spring, sepa ment, mechanism for releasing one latch after
rate latches for holding the two curtains against the other to form a slot between the curtains and
5 movement, mechanism for releasing one latch to release both curtains to make an exposure, and 7.5

8
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connections between the gear train and one latch ment in an opposite direction may cause the
for tripping the second latch by means of the spring to flex and the pivoted arm to slidedly over
power operated gear train to control the duration the ratchet teeth.
of an exposure, said last named connections in 13. In a focal plane camera, the combination
cluding a slidable mounted retard member with a pair of curtains, spring rollers supporting

adapted to engage and release the second curtain
latch, an arm pivotally mounted on the retird
member and including ratchet teeth, and a
ratchet wheel included in the gear train for en
10 gaging the ratchet teeth whereby the gearing may
delay the release of the curtain latch and conse
quently control the duration of exposure.
S

One end of each curtain, rollers supporting the
opposite ends of each curtain, mechanism for
varying the relationship of the curtains for form
ing a slot between the ends of the curtains, mech
anism including the spring rollers for moving the
Curtains to make an exposure, a timing gear train,
a separate power spring adapted to drive the
11. In a focal plane camera, the combination gear train, connections between the gear train
with a pair of curtains, spring rollers supporting and mechanism for moving the curtains for con
one end of each curtain, rollers-supporting the trolling the latter by the former, a single means
opposite ends of each curtain, mechanism for for winding up the two curtain spring rollers
varying the relationship of the curtains for form and the gear train spring, separate latches for
ing a slot between the ends of the curtains, mech holding the two curtains against movement, mech
anism including the spring rollers for moving the anism for releasing one latch after the other
curtains to make an exposure, a timing gear train,
form a slot between the curtains and to release
a separate power spring adapted to drive the to
both curtains to make an exposure, and connec

gear train, connections between the gear train tions between the gear train and one latch for

and mechanism for moving the curtains for Con tripping the second latch by means of the power
trolling the latter by the former, a single means operated gear train to control the duration of an
for winding up the two curtain spring rollers exposure, said last named connections including

and the gear train spring, separate latches for a slidable mounted retard member adapted to
holding the two curtains against movement, engage and release the second curtain latch, an
mechanism for releasing one latch after the other arm pivotally mounted on the retard member and
to form a slot between the curtains and to release carrying ratchet teeth, a ratchet wheel carried
both curtains to make an exposure, and connec by the gear train, a spring pressing the ratchet
tions between the gear train and one latch for teeth together whereby movement of the retard

tripping the second latch by means of the power member in one direction may operate said gear
operated gear train-to control the duration of an

exposure, said last named connections including
a slidable mounted retard member adapted to en
gage and release the second curtain latch, an arm

pivotally mounted on the retard member and
including ratchet teeth and a ratchet wheel in
cluded in the gear train for engaging the ratchet
teeth whereby the gearing may delay the release
of the curtain latch and consequently control the
duration of exposure, a speed setting dial for the

shutter,
a pin and slot connection between the
speed setting dial and the sliding retard member

for controlling the effective engagement of the
ratchet teeth and ratchet wheel.

12. In a focal plane camera, the combination

with a pair of curtains, spring rollers supporting
one end of each curtain, rollers supporting the
opposite ends of each curtain, mechanism for

train and movement in an opposite direction may
cause the spring to flex and the pivoted arm to

slide idly over the ratchet teeth, and means in
cluding a speed setting dial for varying the posi

tion of the retard member relatively to the second
curtain latch member for altering the release time
of said curtain to vary the exposure.
14. In a focal plane shutter, a pair of curtains
comprising a leader curtain and a follower cur
tain, spring rollers one carrying one end of each,
curtain, rollers carrying the opposite end of
each curtain, a latch for the leader curtain, a
latch for the follower curtain, a retard member
mounted to move to and from a position for re
easing the follower curtain latch, a spring for
driving the retard member in one direction, and
means for delaying movement of the retard men
ber, said means being under the influence of the

varying the relationship of the curtains for form
means for releasing the retard member
ing a slot between the ends of the curtains, mech Spring,
timed relation to release of the latch for the
anism including the spring rollers for moving the in
and means for holding both cur
curtains to make an exposure, a timing gear train, leader curtain
a fixed position during operation of the
ss separate power spring adapted to drive the gear
train, connections between the gear train and
15. In a focal plane shutter, a pair of curtains
mechanism for moving the curtains for controlling comprising
a leader curtain and a follower cur
the latter by the former, a single means for wind
e

Y

spring rollers one carrying one end of each
ing up the two curtain spring rollers and the gear tain,
curtain, rollers carrying the opposite end of each
train spring, separate latches for holding the two curtain, a latch for the leader curtain, a latch
curtains against movement, mehanism for re
the follower curtain, a retard member mount
leasing one latch after the other to form a slot for
ed
to
move to and from a position for releasing
between
the
curtains
and
to
release
both
curtains
the
follower
curtain latch, a spring for driving
, to make an exposure, and 1connections between
the retard member in one direction, means for
the
gear
train
and
one
latch
for
tripping
the
sec
85 ond latch by means of the power operated gear setting said driving spring, a spring for moving
the retard member in an opposite direction but
-train to control the duration of an exposure, said of
insufficient strength to materially retard
last named connections including a slidable movement
by the set driving spring whereby the

mounted retard member adapted to engage and
may be moved by the driving spring
release the second curtain latch, an arm pivotally retard
against the action of the second mentioned
mounted on the retard member and carrying Spring.
ratchet teeth, a ratchet wheel carried by the train
16. In a focal plane shutter, a pair of curtains
gear, a Spring pressing the ratchet teeth together. comprising
leader curtain and a follower cur
whereby movement of the retard member on one tain, spring arollers
one carrying one end of each
S direction may operate said gear train and nove curtain, rollers carrying the opposite end of each

70
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means for setting the springs of the
curtain, a latch for the leader curtain, a latch movable
spring rollers at the same time, a latch for held
for tothemove
follower
curtain,
a
retard
member
mount
of the two curtains against movement
to and from a position for releasing ing each
the springs are set, means for tripping the
the follower curtain latch, a spring for driving when
curtain latch before the second curtain
the retard member in one direction, means for first
latch,
a timing gear train for determining; the
setting said driving spring, a second spring for
moving the retard member in an opposite direc
tion but of such strength that by setting the
driving, spring the retard will move against the
action of the second spring, connections between
the springs of the spring rollers and the driving
spring for the retard member whereby said

speed of a retarded exposure, a slidable retard
member adapted to operably engage the gear

train, a spring for driving the retard member .6)

and gear train in one direction, a second spring
tending to hold the retard in an idle position of
rest, means operable through the retard for trin
ping the second curtain spring latch, said means .
means for setting the driving spring may set the for
setting the curtain springs including a means
spring roller springs.
for simultaneously setting the retard driving
17. A gear retard for focal plane shutters com spring,
whereby movement of the setting means

10
s

prising a retard member slidably mounted, a piv

tension each curtain spring and the retard
otally mounted rack of ratchet teeth carried may
driving spring, the said means for tripping said
thereby, a gear train, a ratchet wheel mounted first
latch comprising a manually oper
to turn with the gear train, spring means for able curtain
shutter
trigger, and the said means for
holding the ratchet rack and ratchet wheel in tripping the second
curtain including a lateh.

mesh for movement in one direction, means for cam carried by the retard member adapted to
varying the degree of sliding movement of the aengage
and release the latch, and mechanism.
retard member, the teeth of the rack and controlled
by the latch for engaging and operat
ratchet wheel being shaped to present inclined ing the second
surfaces to each other, whereby movement in an . 21. In a focalcurtainlatch.
shutter, the combination
other direction may react against the spring with a first and aplane
second curtain, a spring roller.
moving the rack on its pivot, whereby the teeth

may
slide over each other.
18. In a focal plane shutter, the combination
with a first and a second curtain, a spring roller
attached to one end of each curtain, a roller at

attached to one end of each curtain, a roller at
tached to the opposite end of each curtain, a
movable means for setting the springs of the

spring rollers at the same time, a latch for hold

each of the two.
against movement
tached to the opposite end of each curtain, a ing
when
the
springs
are
set,
means
for trippine f"
movable means for setting the springs of the
spring rollers at the same time, a latch for hold first curtain latch before the second curtain latch,

35

a timing gear train for determining the speed
ing each of the two curtains against movement of
a retarded exposure, a slidable retard member
when the springs are set, means for tripping the adapted
operably engage the gear train, a
first curtain latch before the second curtain spring fortodriving
the retard member and gear
latch, a timing gear train for determining the
a second spring tending
train
in
one
direction
speed of a retarded exposure, a slidable retard to hold the retard in ath
idle position of rest,
member adapted to operably engage the gear.
train, a spring for driving the retard member
and gear train in one direction, said means for
setting the spring rollers being adapted to also
set the retard member spring, a second spring
tending to hold the retard member in an idle
position of rest, and means for tripping the seca .
ond curtain latch operable through the sliding
retard member whereby an exposure determined
by the timing gear train may be made.
19. In a focal plane shutter, the combination

with a first and a second curtain, a spring roller
attached to one end of each curtain, a roller at

SS

tached to the opposite end of each curtain, a
movable means for setting the springs of the
spring rollers at the same time, a latch for hold
ing each of the two curtains against movement
when the springs are set, means for tripping the
first
the determining
second curtain.
latch,curtain
a timinglatch
gearbefore
train for
the .
speed of a retarded exposure, a slidable retard

means operable through the retard for tripping

the second curtain spring latch, said means for

setting the curtain springs including a means for
simultaneously setting the retard driving spring,
whereby movement of the setting means ma"7

tension
each curtain spring and the retard driv
ing spring, said retard including a rack adapted

to engage a gear of the gear retard, a manually
adjustable dial graduated into units of automatic
exposures, and connections between said dial and
the movable retard for determining the contact
of the rack and gear retard and consequently the
duration of exposure.
22. In a focal plane shutter, the combination
with a first and a second curtain, a spring roller

attached to one end of each curtain, a roller at
tached to the opposite end of each curtain, a

movable means for setting the springs of the
spring rollers at the same time, a latch for hold
ing, each of the two curtains against movement

the springs are set, means for tripping the
member adapted to operably engage the reer when
first. curtain latch before the second curtain
train, a spring for driving the retard member latch, a timing gear train or determining the
and gear train in one direction, a second spring speed of a retarded
a slidable retard

85
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tending to hold the retard in an idle position of member adapted to operably engage the gear
rest, means operable through the retard for trip train, a spring for driving the retard member and
ping the second curtain spring latch, said means gear train in one direction, a second spring tend
for setting the curtain springs including a means ing
to hold
the retard
in the
an idle
position
of rest.
for simultaneously setting the retard driving means
operable
through
retard
for
tripping
spring, whereby movement of the setting means the second curtain spring latch, said means for O
may tension each curtain spring and the ra: setting the curtain springs including a means for
driving spring.
setting the retard driving spring, .
20. In a focal plane shutter, the combination simultaneously
whereby
movement
of, the setting means may
with a first and a second curtain, a spring roller
each curtain spring and the retard drive
attached to one end of each curtain, a roller at tension
ing
spring,
the said means for tripping said first
tached to the opposite end of each curtain, a

O
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curtain latch comprising a manually operable
shutter trigger, and the said means for tripping
the second curtain including a latch, a cam-car
ried by the retard member adapted to engape and
release the latch arid mechanism released by the

latch adapted to engage and release the second

curtain latch, means for controlling the speed of

the retard through the gear train, and an ad
justable dial adapted to move the retard rela
tive to the gear train to vary the effectiveness

thereof and to render the retard ineffective.
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It is hereby certified that error appears in the printed specification
of the above numbered patent requiring correction as follows: Page 2, first

column, line 29, for "restarding" read --retarding-; page 3, first column,
line 8, strike out "in the bottom of gear 29,"; page 8, first column, lines
72 and 73, claim 12, for the words "train gear" read --gear train--; and
that the said Letters Patent should be read with this correction therein
that the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent Office.

Signed and sealed this 10th day of September, A. D. 1940.

Leslie Frazer,

(Seal)

Acting Commissioner of Patents.

